**WOODEN PARTITIONS**

**LESA I**

**SINGLE GLAZING**

Just looking at the wooden highlights in the interior brings users a feeling of a cozy and pleasant environment and takes the design of the space to another level.

The LESA I interior partition system is all-wood, where the core consists of a glued spruce timber, which is then veneered with a pattern of your choice.

Reversible doors are the ideal accessory for maintaining a clear line of sight.

**FEATURES OF THE LESA I SYSTEM**

- **Use:** non-bearing interior partition walls
- **Module connection:** frameless design - glued with transparent tape
- **Structure:** wooden perimeter veneered profiles system wooden door frame
- **Types of door leaves:** wooden with solid/glazed panelling all-glass

**AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION**

Glass partition: 31, 35, 36, 38, and 39 dB according to the type of glazing used

**STANDARD DIMENSIONS:**

- Partition thickness: 65 mm
- Glass thickness: 8 – 16.8 mm
- Module width: 1,000 mm
- Module height: 3,000 mm
- Maximum module height: 3,500 mm
- Doors | clearance: 800 x 2,100 mm
- Max. door frame height: 3,000 mm

**LESA II**

**DOUBLE GLAZED**

The interior system LESA II is ideal for maximum acoustic properties with soundproofing up to 45 dB and preservation of natural materials.

The 100 mm thick striped aluminium profile combines well with other systems. Reversible doors are the ideal accessory for maintaining a clear line of sight.

**FEATURES OF THE LESA II SYSTEM**

- **Use:** non-bearing interior partition walls
- **Module connection:** frameless design - glued with transparent tape
- **Structure:** aluminium perimeter veneered profiles system wooden door frame
- **Types of door leaves:** wooden with solid/glazed panelling all-glass

**AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION**

Glass partition: 40, 42, 45 dB according to the type of glazing used

**STANDARD DIMENSIONS:**

- Partition thickness: 100 mm
- Module width: 1,000 mm
- Module height: 3,000 mm
- Maximum module height: 3,500 mm
- Doors | clearance: 800 x 2,100 mm
- Max. door frame height: 3,000 mm

Do you want a piece of nature in your office? More information about wooden partitions, including technical sheets, can be found at: 

www.liko-partitions.com
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